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Research on relational database fusion
method for data mining
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Abstract. With the development of data mining technology, more and more problems

can be solved by data mining technology. In the development of data mining, the scale of data

is also growing, so we need to use the appropriate way to store and optimize the data. The

relational database is the most commonly used database, however, how to integrate a large number

of relational databases in data mining is an urgent problem to be solved. In this paper, we �rst

analyze the existing relational database integration scheme. Then, based on this scheme, an Aprior

fusion algorithm for data mining and its optimization algorithm are proposed. Finally, we give an

example of data mining to prove the validity of the data fusion scheme proposed in this paper. It

can greatly improve the speed of data reading in data mining and �nally improve the performance

of data mining system. The experiments demonstrate the e�ectiveness of the proposed relational

database fusion method for data mining.
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1. Introduction

In the real world, a large amount of data are present in government and enter-
prises: 1) A large amount of data are unstructured, except that some special or
specialized data is stored in a structured database (eg relational database) [1]. The
data is stored in various forms, such as Word, pictures, video �les and so on. How-
ever, these data are not uniform standards; 2) These binary images or video �les
are huge, often large to several tens of megabytes, which is structured with a struc-
tured database; 3) These data is decentralized, and a large number of data are not
centralized storage, while data are scattered in di�erent departments and personal
computers [2]; 4) These data also involve security, sharing, update and other issues.

Relational database develops in the early 20th century, puts forward in the early
70s. After decades of database experts' e�orts, theory and practice have achieved
remarkable results, which marks the increasingly mature database technology [3].
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But it is still di�cult to achieve the analysis of the data in the relational database,
which cannot support the decision very well. Thus, in the 1980s, the idea of data
warehouse and the basic principles of data warehouse have been identi�ed with
architecture and use principles. The main technologies include data access in the
database, network, C / S structure and graphical interface, and some large companies
have begun to build data warehouse. For the rapid growth of data in the rapid
accumulation of data collection, storage, the human has been unable to solve these
problems, while the data warehouse can achieve the useful knowledge of the need for
data mining [4]. Data mining and statistical sub-domain "tentative data analysis"
and arti�cial intelligence sub-domain "knowledge discovery" and machine science,
are comprehensive technical disciplines. It is necessary and important to understand
the di�erences and relationships between relational databases, data warehouses, and
data mining to make better use of these three technologies [5]. As shown in �gure
1, the classical data mining contains seven steps.

Fig. 1. The classical data mining contains seven steps

There are several di�erences between relational database and the data warehouse.
Relational database is a transaction-oriented design, while the data warehouse is a
thematic design. Relational database stores online transaction data, while data
warehouse usually stores historical data [6]. In addition, the relational database
design will try to avoid redundancy, but the data warehouse is inclined to introduce
redundancy. Relational databases are designed to capture data, and data ware-
houses are designed to analyze data. The traditional relational database is oriented
to transaction-oriented system applications, so it cannot meet the requirements of
decision support system analysis. Transaction processing and analysis processing
have very di�erent properties, and they have di�erent demand data [7]. Data ware-
house is the early step of data mining. Through the construction of data warehouse,
the e�ciency and ability of data mining are improved, which ensures the breadth
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and completeness of data in data mining [8].
Data mining data sources are not necessarily data warehouses, which can also

be a relational database of data. However, in advance to pre-data processing, it can
be used for data mining. Data pre-processing is a key step in data mining and is
the main part of the data mining process. Therefore, the data warehouse and data
mining is not necessarily linked, some people simply believe that the data warehouse
is the preparation of data mining, which is not comprehensive. You can also use the
relational database data as data mining data source.

2. Relational Database Fusion Algorithm for Data Mining

2.1. Relational database convergence scheme

Speci�c implementation should complete the following tasks:
1) A reasonable metadata structure should be de�ned for the relational database;
2) For metadata and data sets, it should be a complete increase, delete, update

and query functions;
3) The new metadata or data set should also set the user and user group per-

missions distribution, so that both them can achieve the full sharing of multiple
information, but also to ensure that these raw data security and integrity;

4) They should be implemented to de�ne the view and other functions.
Relational database table structure de�nition is generally two cases: 1) Pure

text type, that is, the record does not contain the relevant pictures and text[9];
2) Records may be with one or more pictures, documents, video information and
so on. The database designer may use a �eld to store the path of these pictures,
documents, or video data, or it may be possible to save the path information in
a single table. Taking into account the above two cases, for the IIMS platform,
the authors propose the metadata de�nition method, in which the structure of the
metadata and relational database table structure is corresponding to each metadata
project data type and table structure in the de�nition of consistent. As shown in
�gure 2, the framework of relational database integration is given in details.

Fig. 2. The framework of relational database integration

According to the above method, we can use the secondary development inter-
face provided by IIMS to develop the implementation framework of the relational
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database fusion scheme as shown in Figure 2.

2.2. Aprior algorithm and its optimization algorithm

Faced with increasingly �erce market competition, customers are increasingly de-
manding the ability to respond quickly to various business problems, and increasing
the demand for timely processing of excess data. The challenge is that large-scale,
complex data systems allow users to feel endless; on the other hand, these large
amounts of data behind a lot of meaningful and valuable decision-making informa-
tion. Such as the computer industry are familiar with the "beer and diapers" story,
which is the retail giant "Wal-Mart" from a large number of sales data in the anal-
ysis of the law. The United States men go to the supermarket to buy baby diapers,
and they will buy beer. "Wal-Mart" put these two "irrelevant" goods placed in the
shelves, and also placed some under the side dishes, so that the sales of these goods
are increased. So the application of data mining from a large number of data found
with speci�c guidance in the law.

Fig. 3. The relational dataset fusion algorithm- Aprior algorithm

The association rule is the implication of A B, and rule A B is set up in transaction
set D with support degree s, where s is the transaction containing A B (ie, both A
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and B) percentage, ie probability P (A B). The rule A B has a con�dence degree c
in the transaction set D, and if the transaction containing A in D also contains the
percentage of B, that is, the conditional probability P (B | A), if the set of data items
satisfy the minimum support min (s), called the frequent itemsets. We can simplify
the mining step into two steps: 1) �nd all the frequent itemsets, one of the most
in�uential Boolean association rules frequent itemsets algorithm - -Aprior algorithm;
2) generated by the frequent itemsets strong association rules. The relational dataset
fusion algorithm- Aprior algorithm is given in details, as shown in �gure 3.

Aprior algorithm �ow:
1. A frequent set of items;
2. Generate frequent k (2-> end) itemsets;
3. Generate frequent candidate k items;
4. Choose from the frequent k-1 items set as the k items set;
5. Detect whether all k-1 subsets of the k-itemsets are frequent itemsets, and if

the k-itemsets become frequent candidate sets;
6. Scan the transaction database D for each candidate k item set;
7. The minimum degree of support for the frequent candidate k items are chosen

to become frequent k items set.
To improve the performance of the Aprior algorithm, we improve the Aprior

algorithm as follows. (1) In the case of generating frequent candidate k-itemsets,
the time cost of �ltering non-frequent itemsets by detecting the k-1 subset of k-
itemsets is a frequent itemsets, especially in k-1 frequent itemsets. In the case of
a higher degree, the k-item set connected by the frequent k-1 itemsets is directly
used as the frequent candidate set. In the case, the transaction database can always
be stored in memory where the transaction database is not very large, and if the
cost of the frequent candidate set is not very high, the k-1 subset of the k-item is
not detected item set, directly in the transaction database count, which can better
re�ect the time e�ciency of this method.

3. Experimental application of the relational database fusion
method for data mining

3.1. Problem Description

In any university, they often have accumulated the graduates of the students
and other characteristics of the college entrance examination results, as well as the
course results of university. The relationship between the various factors and the
comprehensive evaluation can be used to study the various professional courses and
to guide the school enrolment and students to �ll volunteer work [5]. For example,
if you can �nd that the "college entrance examination math" "comprehensive per-
formance" results are "excellent", and the frequency of this item sets is high, you
can explain that the "college entrance examination" is to determine the professional
students as the "comprehensive performance". The enrolment can be appropriate
to improve the "math" threshold. Students �ll in volunteer, and the same can also
be used as a reference, choose their own suitable professional.
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3.2. Transformed Relational database tables into a single-
dimensional Boolean association rule

The main data involved in the issue is concentrated in a "Student Status Reg-
ister". It is impossible to get the ideal result of satisfying support and con�dence,
so we do the corresponding data transformation, merge the similar and related at-
tribute values into one attribute value to meet the support and con�dence, from the
"attribute - value" into "attribute - the combined value".

3.3. Performance simulation results

The algorithm runs on a computer with a memory of 6G and a CPU of Intel
Core i7-6700U. The transaction database consists of 14 items (transactions) and
51 attributes (dimensions), which are randomly extracted. Since the process of
generating L1 is the same, the di�erence between the two algorithms is that the two
items produce the 2-> k items, and the time spent in generating the 2-> k items,
which can be shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Performances of di�erent algorithms

Support degree 7 6 5 4

Without Aprior
algorithm

20s 2min12s 54min23s 10h35min12s

With Aprior al-
gorithm

5s 22s 19min46s 4h28min59s

With improved
Aprior algorithm

4s 14s 1min54s 52min34s

From the operation of the situation, it can be seen that the improved algorithm
in the speed of operation has been signi�cantly improved, especially against the
mining object has a large number of frequent mode and long mode, when user gives
the minimum support threshold low. The transaction database records increase to
148, and then they will �nd similar results.

In order to further analyze the performance of the proposed algorithm, we com-
pare the running time of three di�erent methods under di�erent project set size.

From the above �gure 3, we can see that as the number of items increases, the
computational time of the three methods increases accordingly. This is because
that the increase in the number of items will increase the storage complexity of the
relational database whose data is taken at data mining, then the time cost of the
operation will also increase accordingly. In addition, the two methods of using the
relational database fusion algorithm Aprior proposed in this paper are far superior
to those that do not use this method. And with the increase in the number of
projects, the performance advantages of Aprior algorithm will be more obvious. This
is because with the increase in the number of projects, Aprior algorithm will adopt
the relational database integration, thus it can greatly reduce the data between the
database operands. So you can reduce the data mining operation time. At the same
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Fig. 4. The cost of time vs the number of items

time, the performance of the proposed Aprior algorithm is better than that of the
Aprior algorithm. Because in the enhanced Aprior algorithm, we subtly design the
relational database to further reduce the operand, so the same number of items of
the improved Aprior algorithm has the best performance.

4. Conclusion

More and more problems can be solved by data mining technology with the
development of data mining technology. In the development of data mining, the scale
of data is also growing, so we need to use the appropriate way to store and optimize
the data. The relational database is the most commonly used database, however,
how to integrate a large number of relational databases in data mining is an urgent
problem to be solved. In this paper, we �rst analyze the existing relational database
integration scheme. Then, based on this scheme, an Aprior fusion algorithm for data
mining and its optimization algorithm are proposed. Finally, we give an example of
data mining to prove the validity of the data fusion scheme proposed in this paper. It
can greatly improve the speed of data reading in data mining and �nally improve the
performance of data mining system. The experiments demonstrate the e�ectiveness
of the proposed relational database fusion method for data mining.
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